
“We knew we got a gem right 

away“

“We learned a lot from his 

stories and experiences“

 

     

 
 

 

Hope Obertean and her family participated in the High School Program in 2012 and she 

contributed the following statement: 

 

My family and I decided to take a German student largely because my son showed interest 

when he started taking German class in high school. He, and the rest of the family, thought it 

would be a great and interesting experience and we decided to seriously consider it at that 

point. We knew that taking in a student would provide us an opportunity to explore Buffalo, 

while also discovering new places around town for the first time. At first, I had a lot of 

reservations about taking in a student and most of those were along the lines of, “will s/he 

like us? Will s/he fit in with the family? How will we entertain him or her?” I also thought about 

if the student would like the rest of the family and my (our) cooking and way of life. I also 

wondered if he or she would be homesick and how we would deal with that. What helped me 

make a decision was talking with the coordinator, Dan Scanlon. He answered my questions 

and assured me that the student would be appreciative just to come and would care little 

about any of the logistics that I was so concerned about. We made the decision to have a 

student come and we were matched with Jan, a young man a year younger than my son. We 

did not have expectations of the student, as this was 

the first time we, or anybody we knew, was taking in 

a foreign exchange student. From the moment we 

met Jan we loved him! He was polite, sweet, and 

funny! We knew we got a gem right away and he and 

my son became “brothers.”  

 

During the time that Jan was here, his mother passed away unexpectedly; he went back to 

Germany to be with his family and then came back to Buffalo to finish the semester. We 

provided support and love to him during this difficult time and we grew as a family because of 

this. While he was here, Jan provided us with knowledge of his life in Germany, and talked 

about the places that he had been. This was exciting to hear about, because as a family, we 

had never been to Europe! We learned a lot from his stories and experiences. We also were 

able to re-discover Buffalo and the surrounding areas on trips that we scheduled. We went to 

see Niagara Falls and Toronto with Jan and were able to try new things, including new foods 

that Jan helped us prepare. 

 

Fortunately, we had no problems. The boys got 

along great and he fit right in with our family. Initially, 

I was concerned that money would be an area of 

concern, however, Jan’s family sent him with money. 

Of course, I bought him things, including food and 

personal items, but it was never awkward or expected. I always offered, because he was part 

of the family. In reflecting, I would recommend taking in a student of the same sex as other 

members of the family for the purpose of shared interests and development. 
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“He and my son share a bond 

that will never separate them“

I/we gained much more than an exchange student; 

we gained a son, brother, grandson, and friend. We 

love Jan and his family and talk to them to this day. 

My son has been to Germany to visit Jan and his 

family and Jan has visited Buffalo since his time here. 

My kids surprised me with a family picture that Christmas that we had Jan here, and he is in 

the family picture. He is family now and will forever be part of each of us. He and my son 

continue to FaceTime and share a bond that will never separate them. This was one of the 

best experiences I have had and would highly recommend for families to consider it. It was 

life changing and fun!  

 

 


